
When I arrive at a Laager site sometimes I think….oops this 

could be tricky, and Saturday was one of those occasions, 

Hare 2 Stroke had his stall properly set out with a space re-

served for VIVs ie the Pisstruck, water buggy and Habadash 

but when the enthusiasts started arriving it was a case of gab 

a space plus the wind got up and the overloaded coconut 

trees were swaying dangerously. 
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But not a problem for our host who set about 
marshalling the arrivees into appropriate posi-
tions, unlike the D.G.M. Big Yin who resembled a 
cross between a Bangkok parking warden with 
his whistle shoved up his ass and a banjaxed Ze-
bidee on speed as he bounced around trying 
to get people to “ Circle up “ including the av-
alanche of late arriving Paddies brought along 
by Ryan Air. Disorder was eventually achieved 
and all 58 politely listened to the words of wis-
dom from the Silver Fox and before long we 
were off into the great blue yonder suitably 
cooled down by the intervention of Mother Na-
ture and her shower.

The first check caught out a few but most stuck to the straight and narrow and we next en-
tered what could have passed for a Lunar landscape where the Hare explained that until 
a few hours previously it had been a pleasant green field.

When the Split came into view the Rambos knew that they would not see the Pisstruck for 
quite some time and so it proved as they were sent 
on a merry dance through shiggy and along roads 
and even dangerously close to the Wine Farm but 
after crossing the quarry and forging ahead they 
reached the promised “ stairway to heaven “ and 
the end was in sight. All in all a well laid trail and with 
all aboard the Circle was called and after some 
opinions the geriatric German won the day with a 
resounding yell for great Hash.

Tubby Twinklet called in the grasses in the form of 
Slave Driver for the shufflers who dragged a selection 
of mostly ladies in to explain their behaviour on the 
trail when confronted by a tablespoonful of mud or 
a displaced twig which caused considerable con-
cern. Big Yin was acting as Rambosnitch and had 
only one pair of rapscallions to bring to book and 
with the sworn testimony of witness Masterbates, 
Winkle and Down Early pled innocence to the hei-
nous offence of shortcutting plus failure to call and 
in addition became the first to take to the cubes for 
disputing the verdict.



A bunch of Virgins had their first taste of a downie while several returnees were welcomed 
back.

The title of Hash Crash went to Big Yin, the decision being based on the false testimony of 
the pair that he consigned to the cubes, so a completely unbiased decision, mind you the 
copious quantity of blood running down his leg could have influenced the jury.

The Koh Tan trip is still on with a change of date to 31st August so Dog’s Bollocks has another 
week to weave a suitably twisty trail for us all to follow before we partake of a free round of 
grog and a freshly prepared buffet.

Banana Bender thinks he has something special in his Tucker Bag for us next week some-
where in The Taling Nahm area….we’ll be the judge of that.
Circle closed.

ON ON 
TRASHER


